
Site Name Number Machine Name Description
AusCut 361 Rollmax

Delmade 345 Delmade Offset Disc Heavy Duty Offset Disc for Tillage

Haymate 1055 Haymate SR5400

Haymate SR5400 is an innovative time saving easy to use piece of 
machinery designed to hold up to 4 round or 5 square bales of hay or 
silage. Can be towed behind heavy duty 4x4. Easy single person operation. 
Full remote control operation of both engine and machine all designed for 
ease of use from the comfort of your vehicle. Stand alone engine with fully 
integrated hydraulics. The modular design of the Haymate enables easy 
upgrade or multiple applications. Designed and Manufactured in Keith SA

Healy Group

1412 Sheep Rest

 Sheep handling device that has a low capital cost and simple to use, 
allowing one person to work on sheep almost anywhere safely and 
comfortably.

Site Name Number Machine Name Description
Avant Equipment 1259 Avant Tecno Avant Mini Loader

Clark Equipment 746
ORSI Pro 2500 Flail 
Bower/Mulcher

Professional series mulcher. 251cm working width. Front or rear mounted. 
Hammer Flails. Hyd offset. HP Rated 110hp-200hp. Hardox Body.

Delecca's 743
Bobcat TL43.80 
Telehandler

Operators in agriculture love the best-in-class boom speeds and high flow. 
Features a premium workspace with a large roomy cab with high visibility 
to aid efficient and safe work

Falcon UAV AP.9 AgEagle eBee X
Aerial imaging fixed wing drone and full stack flight planning software for 
more informed decision making and farm planning

Farm and Diesel Pty Ltd 867
XCMG Construction 
Equipment XCMG machinery

McCullochs 617

Kioti Hx Series 
Tractor 130 & 
140hp

New high-end tractor range with an opulent design and exceptional power. 
A spacious cabin with an emphasis on ergonomics and comfort delivers 
exceptional vision whilst promoting safe operation and accuracy

Tuatara ATV 1404 Tuatara ATV

The Tuatara ATV is a machine designed in New Zealand and is a truly 
versatile machine. offering a completely electric mode, Tuatara is 
inroducing somehting new to the market. the large cargo space, large 
towing capacity, large load capacity, electronic selectable 4WD, front and 
rear differential locking , winch, LED lights and LED light bar are all 
standard on Tuatara ATV's

Site Name Number Product Name Description
Adams Silo Safe and 
Welding 492 Silosieve Silosieve is an innovation in silos helping with product flow & safety

AgriWebb 1007
AgriWebb 
Marketplace

AgriWebb connects your farm with the best in AgTech. Monitor water, 
measure grass, weigh stock and connect with leaders in livestock, all from 
your AgriWebb account.

Biolink Probiotics 4 
Plants and Animals

269 Biolink Bio-Hum

A microbial based fertiliser supplement making conventional fertiliser 
more efficient by reducing lose, holding the soluble nutrient in a plant 
available form and developing waterholding holding capacity through our 
microbial blend introduced to the soil

DroneLand Australia 148
DJI T40 Agriculture 
Drone DJI's Flagship Agriculture Drone for Spraying and Spreading

EEA Group 423 Safety Shield

AI camera for install on any heavy machinery or farm equipment - 
recognises any human form - a perimeter is set, when a human enters the 
perimeter, the machine is brought to a complete stop - on display at our 
stand at Elmore

Australian Machine of the Year

Imported Machine of the Year

Advances in Technology and Innovation



EnduraPost 1008
EnduraPost Square 
Picket

EnduraPost Square Picket is a very tough HDPP plastic composite picket 
that will never rust or corrode. It can withstand grass fires up to 350C and 
is fully insulated. It is produced in Australia using discarded fertilizer bulka 
bags and is manufactured to withstand the Aussie conditions for at least 50 
years. They are a fantastic solution to many of the frustrations caused by 
corrosion and rust which the steel pickets succumb to and won't rot away 
or easily burn like timber will. Go Aussie!

Eye Muffs by Reptiler GI.71
Eye Muffs G6 
Wireless

Ear and Ear protection All-in-one and Bluetooth...Designed assembled and 
packaged in Australia!!

Falcon UAV AP.9 AgEagle eBee X
Aerial imaging fixed wing drone and full stack flight planning software for 
more informed decision making and farm planning

Green Brain AP.104

Green Brain Soil 
Moisture 
Monitoring

Green Brain's soil moisture monitoring solution introduces a new era of 
precision irrigation for farming. Our advanced system incorporates cutting-
edge soil moisture probes that provide real-time data on soil conditions. 
These probes are strategically placed within the farm, allowing for 
accurate and localized measurements. The data collected by these probes 
is remotely communicated to our centralized platform, ensuring that farm 
managers can access critical insights from anywhere.

Haymate 1055 Haymate SR5400

Haymate SR5400 is an innovative time saving easy to use piece of 
machinery designed to hold up to 4 round or 5 square bales of hay or 
silage. Can be towed behind heavy duty 4x4. Easy single person operation. 
Full remote control operation of both engine and machine all designed for 
ease of use from the comfort of your vehicle. Stand alone engine with fully 
integrated hydraulics. The modular design of the Haymate enables easy 
upgrade or multiple applications. Designed and Manufactured in Keith SA

Haynes Engineering
Shearing 

Shed Shearing Module

Kress Commercial 1198 Kress CyberSystem
World's fastest battery charger CyberSystem 0-100% in 8 min for Kress 
outdoor power equipment

McCullochs 617
Rapid Spray 
Rapidmix Sprayer

With separate tanks for water and chemicals, this innovative backpack 
sprayer allows for quick changeout of non-compatible chemicals in the 
field and eliminating the risk of chemical cross contamination.

Newburn Woodfired 
Ducted Heating 47

NEWBURN 
FURNACE

The NEWBURN Woodfired Central Furnace has the unique ability to 
distribute thermostatically controlled heat throughout your home or 
business, ensuring endless warmth and ambience. The smart Australian 
designed and built heating system can burn overnight without being 
stoked.

Position Partners AP.95
Trinity Pro-
Quantum Drone Smart autonomous drone

Primary Sales Australia 429
Adapt-T Seeding 
System

Endless Point - Adjustable continuous point with minimum point wastage
Adaptability - Easy to switch from inline to paired row or single to double 
shoot seeding options

Woolmaster 
Wireless Control 
Shearing Handpiece 
and Counter

Remote on/off control of the handpiece which works in conjunction with a 
counter.  The pull-cord no longer needs to be pulled to begin or end 
shearing a sheep which, with each sheep, gives a digital readout of the 
number of shorn sheep.

Magnetic Grinding 
Papers

These papers replace the glue-on papers for use on steel grinding discs for 
the sharpening of shearer's combs and cutters. The papers take less than a 
minute to change to a new one, as opposed to a much longer time frame 
with the glue-on papers.

Tuatara ATV 1404 Tuatara ATV

The Tuatara ATV is a machine designed in New Zealand and is a truly 
versatile machine. offering a completely electric mode, Tuatara is 
inroducing somehting new to the market. the large cargo space, large 
towing capacity, large load capacity, electronic selectable 4WD, front and 
rear differential locking , winch, LED lights and LED light bar are all 
standard on Tuatara ATV's

SheerSpeed Shearing 
Products 1414
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